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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a co-evolutionary particle swarm optimization (CPSO) algorithm
to solve global nonlinear optimization problems. A new co-evolutionary PSO (CPSO) is
constructed. In the algorithm, a deterministic selection strategy is proposed to ensure the
diversity of population. Meanwhile, based on the theory of extrapolation, the induction
of evolving direction is enhanced by adding a co-evolutionary strategy, in which the
particles make full use of the information each other by using gene-adjusting and adaptive
focus-varied tuning operator. Infeasible degree selection mechanism is used to handle the
constraints. A new selection criterion is adopted as tournament rules to select individuals.
Also, the infeasible solution is properly accepted as the feasible solution based on a defined
threshold of the infeasible degree. This diversity mechanism is helpful to guide the search
direction towards the feasible region. Our approach was tested on six problems commonly
used in the literature. The results obtained are repeatedly closer to the true optimum
solution than the other techniques.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) originally developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [1] is inspired with social
behavior, such as bird flocking, fish schooling, and has been widely used to solve several types of optimization problems [2,
3]. Nevertheless, their application in constraint optimization is limited [4,5] because they lack an explicit mechanism to bias
the search in constrained search space.
Many search and optimization problems in science and engineering involve a number of constraints which the optimal
solution must satisfy. The most common approach adopted to deal with constrained search space is the use of penalty
functions [6,7]. The penalty function approach involves a number of penalty factors which must be set right in any problem
to obtain feasible solutions [8,9]. These approaches is a more robust method, whereas they have several drawbacks from
which the main one is they require extensive experimentation for setting up appropriate penalty factors needed to define
the penalty function.
Deb [10] developed a constraint handling method based on the penalty function approach which does not require
any penalty factor. Powell [11] proposed to map the feasible and infeasible solutions into the two different intervals.
Coello [12] proposed different multiobjective-based techniques to solve constraint optimizations problems and so on. In
these approaches, the pair-wise comparison used in tournament selection is exploited to make sure that: (i) when two
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feasible solutions are compared, the one with better objective function value is chosen, (ii) when one feasible and one
infeasible solutions are compared, the feasible solution is chosen, and (iii) when two infeasible solutions are compared,
the one with smaller constraint violation is chosen. By all appearances, the second one is not completely reasonable, the
constraint boundary handlingmethod has not been taken into account.Many real-world constrained optimization problems
have optimum solutions in or near the boundary of the feasible region; it is possible that the infeasible solution with good
performance near the optimum can induce global searching to the boundary, so the infeasible solutions near the optimum
solutions are very helpful for search processing. However, it is a puzzle how to efficiently use the infeasible solution.
In this paper, we use the infeasible degree selection to handle the constraints. A new selection criterion is adopted as
tournament rules to select individuals. Also, a simple diversity mechanism is added, the idea is to define a threshold of the
infeasible degree based on the infeasible degree, and the infeasible solution with good performance is probably accepted
as the feasible solution. This solution can guide the search toward the boundary of the feasible region. A co-evolutionary
PSO (CPSO) is used to search the global optimum, in which a deterministic selection strategy is proposed to ensure the
diversity of population; meanwhile, the induction of evolving direction is enhanced by adding a gene-adjusting operator.
This technique can effectively improve the cooperation of particles.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the standard PSO. In Section 3, we present a detailed description
of our approach. Then, experimental results and performance analysis are presented in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we
offer conclusions and an outlook to future work.
2. Particle swarm optimization
PSO is a heuristic optimization algorithm. It hypothesizes that there are m particles in the D dimensions space, whose
position is xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiD), and have a fitness function, related with optimization objective function. Every particle
moves gradually at a certain speed vi = (vi1, vi2, . . . , viD) in the D dimensions space. Duringmoving, pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , piD)
records the best position of the fitness function of the particle i, pg records the best position of the fitness function of the
whole particle swarm. For the particle i of iterative t generation, its position and velocity are updated as follows:
vid(t + 1) = wvid(t)+ c1r1d(pid(t)− xid(t))+ c2r2d(pgd(t)− xid(t))
xid(t + 1) = xid(t)+ vid(t + 1) (2.1)
wherew is an inertial effect coefficient, c1 and c2 are weight coefficient of the particle individual, r1d and r2d are two random
functions whose values are between 0 and 1. and the maximum velocity of the particle is limited by vmax. The velocity of
the particle consists of three parts: the first part represents the degree of momentum of the particles, the second part is the
‘‘cognition’’ part, which represents the independent behavior of the particle itself, the third part is the ‘‘social’’ part, which
represents collaboration among the particles. In [1], PSO algorithm’s calculation step is particularly described.
3. Our approach
Our new approach uses the theory of the mathematic extrapolation to enhance the cooperation of the particles, and uses
the infeasible degree selection mechanism as the constraint handling method.
3.1. CPSO
The detail features of our CPSO algorithm are the following.
a. Selection strategy
We use a selection strategywhich has a random and deterministic property. The population for the initialized generation
N is produced randomly, the population for the other generations are composed of preserving population N1 and offspring
population N2, where N = N1 + N2. Based on the minimum value of the objective function, we arrange the individual of
the parent’s population in the order from small to large, we also preserve the best N1 individuals to compose the preserving
population, and add it to the next population. To the anterior N2 + 1 individuals of the parent’s population, we use Co-
evolutionary based on the theory of the mathematic extrapolation to produce N2 individuals, which compose the offspring
population. So, a deterministic selection strategy is proposed based on the idea of ‘‘preserving the best, adjusting the part’’.
This selection strategy has the following advantages:
(1) However, from the good individuals of the parent’s population which are ‘‘excellent’’, only part of them can be added
to the next generation, which holds a greater selection pressure to avoid a stagnation behavior.
(2) The technique of gene-adjusting makes individuals of the population use each other’s information, and induces the
evolution direction.
b. Co-evolutionary strategy.
Based on the theory of extrapolation,weproposed a newco-evolutionary strategy, inwhich the induction of the evolution
direction is enhanced by adding a gene-adjusting and adaptive focus-varied tuning operator.
Theorem 1. For the n dimensional multi-variables optimization problem:
Assume that the positions of two particles are x1 = (x11, x12, . . . , x1n) and x2 = (x21, x22, . . . , x2n), and their fitness are f (x1)
and f (x2) respectively. But neither of them is the extreme point. The new individual x3 = (x31, x32, . . . , x3n) is produced by the
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Fig. 1. x1 > x2 .
Fig. 2. x1 < x2 .
following formulate.
x3i = x1i + k(x1i − x2i), i = 1, . . . , n (3.1)
where k is the coefficient of modulation, it decides the scope of modulation. k is set to 0.1 based on experience.
Proof. We use the single-variable optimization problem to prove the theory of the extrapolation as follows.
Assume that the positions of two particles are x1 and x2, and their fitness is f (x1) and f (x2) respectively. But neither of
them is the extreme point. The new individual x3 is produced by the following formulate.
x3 = x1 + k(x1 − x2). (3.2)
So, we have the following conclusion.
i. If x1 > x2, we can get x3 > x1 based on Eq. (3.2), for a proper small positive k, and we can obtain f (x3) < f (x1), under
the above assumption f (x1) < f (x2), as seen in Fig. 1.
ii. If x1 < x2, we can get x3 < x1 based on Eq. (3.2), for a proper small positive k, and we can obtain f (x3) < f (x1), under
the above assumption f (x1) < f (x2), as seen in Fig. 2. 
For the n dimensional multi-variables optimization problem, there are so many elements of the individual that we can
easily find out that some elements are very near or same. For these elements, it is hopeless using Eq. (3.1) to modulate
them. So, based on Eq. (3.1), we introduce a tiny-modulation operator h, and obtain the following co-evolutionary operator
equation.
x3i = x1i + k(x1i − x2i)+ h, i = 1, . . . , n (3.3)
where h is a random number, and it is very helpful when the value of the (x1i−x2i) is very small. Eq. (3.3) has the property of
adaptive modulation. At the beginning of the evolution process, the individuals are dispersed and far from the optimum, so
the scope ofmodulation is large. At late stages of the evolutionary process, the better individuals in the population gradually
become close to each other, so the scope of modulation is small. So we can obtain a better solution quickly.
Compared with the standard PSO algorithm, the CPSO algorithm uses a new selection strategy, and makes full use
of the information between the particles by the new co-evolutionary operator equation. This approach can improve the
search efficiency and avoid the algorithm becoming trapped in local optima. In the following section, the CPSO algorithm’s
calculation step is described in particular.
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3.2. Constraint handling method
A constrained optimization problem is usually written as a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem of the following type.
Minimize f (−→x )
subject to gj(
−→x ) ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , J
hk(
−→x ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , K
xli ≤ xi ≤ xui , i = 1, . . . , n.
In the above NLP problem, there are n variables, J greater-than-equal-to type inequality constraints, and K equality
constraints. The function f is the objective function, gj is the jth inequality constraint, and hk is the kth equality constraint.
The ith variable varies in the range [xli, xui ].
Our new approach is based on the selection criteria proposed by Deb [10]. In his approach, the following expression is
used to assign fitness to a solution:
fiti(
−→x ) =

fi(
−→x ), if feasible
fmax +
J∑
j=1
gj(
−→x ), otherwise (3.4)
where the parameter fmax is the objective function value of the worst feasible solution in the population. Thus, the fitness
of an infeasible solution not only depends on the amount of constraint violation, but also on the population of solutions at
hand. However, the fitness of a feasible solution is always fixed and is equal to its objective function value.
Motivated by the idea of exploring the capabilities of multi-objective optimization concepts to solve global optimization
problems [12], we develop a new diversity mechanism described in the following.
To obtain the constrained conflicting degree of a solution xi, we first introduce the following definition of infeasible
degree (IFD).
FID(xi) =
J∑
j=1
[
min
{
0, gj(xi)
}]2 + K∑
k=1
[hk(xi)]2 (3.5)
where the infeasible degree can be considered as the distance between solution xi and the feasible region. When solution
xi is a feasible solution, the infeasible degree value is zero. When solution xi is an infeasible solution, the infeasible degree
value is inversely proportion to the distance between solution xi and the feasible region.
To increase the selection pressure with the evolutionary process, the threshold of infeasible degree is defined as the
product of a linearly decreasing gene and the average infeasible degree value for population (IFDP).
IFDP =
M∑
i=1
IFD(xi)
T (t)M
(3.6)
where T (t) = 0.8+ (t/Max− number)× 2.2, Max-number is maximum number of generations. So, the value T (t) linearly
increases from 0.8 to 3 with evolution.M is the number of particles.
In the every generation, one solution is accepted or not based on the comparison between the infeasible degree and the
threshold of the infeasible degree. The acceptance rule is:
- When the solution xi is feasible solution, xi is accepted.
- When the solution xi is infeasible solution, if IFD(xi) ≤ IFDP , xi is accepted; if IFD(xi) > IFDP , xi is rejected.
- To preserve the number of particles unchanged, stochastically produce some particles to substitute for the rejected
particles.
Based on the above analysis, we proposed the following expression used to assign fitness to a solution.
fiti(
−→x ) =

fi(
−→x ), if accepted
fmax +
J∑
j=1
gj(
−→x ), otherwise (3.7)
where the parameter fmax is the objective function value of the worst feasible solution in the population.
This technique can help the particles reach the feasible region of the search space, and to properly keep the infeasible
solution attracting the particles to the constraint boundary. The CPSO with the constraints handling mechanism algorithm
is described in the following.
(i) Initialization.
(ii) For each particle, evaluate its infeasible degree IFD(xi).
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(ii) Evaluate the threshold of infeasible degree IFDP .
(iv) For each particle, evaluate its fitness value based on the Eq. (3.7) and arrange them in the order from small to large.
(v) Produce a newparticle population, inwhich the goodN1 individuals are preserved, and theN2 individuals are produced
by the above co-evolutionary equation operator (3.3).
(vi) Evaluate the new particle population. If the evolutionary results are unsatisfactory, then decrease the tiny-modulation
operator h.
(vii) For each particle in the new population, evaluate its fitness value.
(viii) Compare each particle’s fitness value with the current particle’s pbest. If current value is better than pbest, set its pbest
value to the current value and the pbest location to the current location in n-dimensional space.
(ix) Compare the fitness value with the population’s overall previous best. If current value is better than pbest, then reset
pbest to the current particle’s array index and value.
(x) Change the velocity and position of the particle according Eq. (2.1).
(xi) Loop to step (2) until a stopping criterion is met.
Summarizing, our CPSO algorithm can make full use of the information between the particles to induce the evolutionary
direction. At the same time, we proposed the infeasible degree selection with the threshold as the constraint handling
method. It allow infeasible particles to search for the global optimum. The technique can provide a search direction towards
the feasible region and avoid that the algorithm defines the penalty function and straight away removes the infeasible ones
with good performance.
4. Experiments and results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we used the six test functions [14] as follows.
(1) g01
Max f (−→x ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
cos4(xi)− 2
n∏
i=1
cos2(xi)√
n∑
i=1
ix2i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
s.t g1(
−→x ) = 0.75−
n∏
i=1
xi ≤ 0
g2(
−→x ) =
n∑
i=1
xi − 0.75n ≤ 0
where n = 20 and 0 ≤ xi ≤ 10 (i = 1, . . . , n). The global maximum is unknown, the best reported solution is
f (x∗) = 0.803619 [13]. Constraint g1 is close to being active (g1 = 10−8).
(2) g02
Min f (−→x ) = 5
4∑
i=1
xi − 5
4∑
i=1
x2i −
13∑
i=5
xi
s.t g1(
−→x ) = 2x1 + 2x2 + x10 + x11 − 10 ≤ 0
g2(
−→x ) = 2x1 + 2x3 + x10 + x12 − 10 ≤ 0
g3(
−→x ) = 2x2 + 2x3 + x11 + x12 − 10 ≤ 0
g4(
−→x ) = −8x1 + x10 ≤ 0
g5(
−→x ) = −8x2 + x11 ≤ 0
g6(
−→x ) = −8x3 + x12 ≤ 0
g7(
−→x ) = −2x4 − x5 + x10 ≤ 0
g8(
−→x ) = −2x6 − x7 + x11 ≤ 0
g9(
−→x ) = −2x8 − x9 + x12 ≤ 0
where the bounds are 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 (i = 1, . . . , 9), 0 ≤ xi ≤ 100 (i = 10, 11, 12) and 0 ≤ x13 ≤ 1. The global optimum is at
x∗ = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1), where f (x∗) = −15. Constraint g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, and g6 are active.
(3) g03
Max f (−→x ) = (√n)n
n∏
i=1
xi
s.t h(−→x ) =
n∑
i=1
x2i − 1 = 0
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Table 1
Statistical results obtained by the proposed algorithm.
TF Best Mean Worst St. Dev Runs
g01 0.803619 0.802518 0.747290 0.0050 30
g02 −15.000 −15.000 −15.000 0 30
g03 1.000 1.000 1.000 0 30
g04 −6961.814 −6961.712 −6961.704 0.0032 30
g05 0.095825 0.095825 0.095825 0 30
g06 7092.8145 7200.1603 7301.932 4.0090 26
where n = 10 and 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 (i = 1, . . . , n). The global optimum is at x∗i = 1/
√
n (i = 1, . . . , n), where f (x∗) = 1.
(4) g04
Min f (−→x ) = (x1 − 10)3 + (x2 − 20)3
s.t g1(
−→x ) = −(x1 − 5)2 − (x2 − 5)2 + 100 ≤ 0
g2(
−→x ) = (x1 − 6)2 + (x2 − 5)2 − 82.81 ≤ 0
where 13 ≤ x1 ≤ 100, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 100. The global optimum is at x∗ = (14.095, 0.84296), where f (x∗) = −6961.81388. Both
constraints are active.
(5) g05
Max f (−→x ) = [sin3(2pix1) sin(2pix2)]/[x31(x1 + x2)]
s.t g1(
−→x ) = x21 − x2 + 1 ≤ 0
g2(
−→x ) = 1− x1 + (x2 − 4)2 ≤ 0
where 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 10 and 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 10. The global optimum is at x∗ = (1.2279713, 4.2453733), where f (x∗) = 0.095825.
(6) g06
Min f (−→x ) = x1 + x2 + x3
s.t g1(
−→x ) = −1+ 0.0025(x4 + x6) ≤ 0
g2(
−→x ) = −1+ 0.0025(x5 + x7 − x4) ≤ 0
g3(
−→x ) = −1+ 0.01(x8 − x5) ≤ 0
g4(
−→x ) = −x1x6 + 833.33252x4 + 100x1 − 83333.333 ≤ 0
g5(
−→x ) = −x2x7 + 1250x5 + x2x4 − 1250x4 ≤ 0
g6(
−→x ) = −x3x8 + 1250000+ x3x5 − 2500x5 ≤ 0
where the bounds are 100 ≤ x1 ≤ 10000, 1000 ≤ xi ≤ 10000 (i = 2, 3) and 10 ≤ xi ≤ 1000 (i = 4, . . . , 8). The
global optimum is at x∗ = (579.3167, 1359.943, 5110.071, 180.0174, 295.5985, 217.9799, 286.4162, 395.5979), where
f (x∗) = 7049.3307. Constraint g1, g2 and g3 are active.
4.1. The design of parameters
For the experiments, we used the following parameters: number of particles M = 500; c1 = c2 = 1.8, k = 0.1,
h = 0.00001; the inertia weights w linearly decreases from 1.0 to 0.4 with evolution. For equality constraints, we convert
them into inequality constraints by the tolerance value used in [10] as follows:
gK+J(−→x ) = δ − |hk(−→x )| ≥ 0 (4.1)
where δ defined as the tolerance value is a small positive value. In this paper, the tolerance value δ is set to 0.00001.
The algorithm terminates as soon as a certain convergence criterion is reached. We use two kinds of criterion. If the
function value of the optimum parameters fopt is known, then the criterion is based on the difference between the function
value f of the current parameters and the optimumparameters fopt. In each iteration step, this difference |f−fopt| is compared
with a previously set precision value. As soon as the difference becomes smaller than the target precision value, the algorithm
terminates. If the function value of the optimum parameters fopt is unknown, then the criterion is based on a previously set
a maximum number of iterations Nmax. As soon as the iteration step reach the value Nmax, the algorithm terminates.
We performed 30 independent runs for each test problem, the results obtained the ‘‘Best’’, ‘‘Worst’’ and ‘‘Mean’’ solution
by our approach are presented in Table 1. In addition,we showed the number of runs (out of 30) inwhich the global optimum
(or best known solution) was found in Table 1, and compared our approach against three approaches: the SR [14], the
SMES [15], and the HM [16]. The compared results including the ‘‘Best’’ solution and the ‘‘Worst’’ solution are summarized
in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2
Comparison of the Best results by the proposed algorithm against the SR, SMES and HM algorithms.
TF IEPSO SR SMES HM
g01 0.803619 0.803619 0.863601 0.79953
g02 −15.000 −15.000 −15.000 −14.7886
g03 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.9997
g04 −6961.814 −6961.814 −6961.814 −6952.1
g05 0.095825 0.095825 0.095825 0.095825
g06 7092.8145 7054.316 7051.903 7147.9
Table 3
Comparison of the Worst results by the proposed algorithm against the SR, SMES and HM algorithms.
TF IEPSO SR SMES HM
g01 0.802518 0.781975 0.7852238 0.79671
g02 −15.000 −15.000 −15.000 −14.7082
g03 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.9989
g04 −6961.712 −6875.940 −6961.284 −6342.6
g05 0.095825 0.095825 0.095825 0.0891568
g06 7200.1603 7559.192 7253.047 8163.6
Table 4
Comparison results by Experiment 1 for g01 and g02.
Solution CPSO/g01 PSO/g01 CPSO/g02 PSO/g02
Best 0.803619 0.803619 −15.000 −15.000
Worst 0.747290 0.779328 −15.000 −15.000
Mean 0.802518 0.799362 −15.000 −15.000
St. Dev 0.005 0.041 0 0
AG 802.539030 958.340000 534.336735 629.029441
4.2. Discussion of results
As described in Table 1, our approach was able to find the global optimum in five test functions (g01, g02, g03, g04, g05),
and it found solutions very close to the global optimum in the preserving function (g06). Additionally, the St. Dev value
of the entire test functions except for g05 is very small. From the process of our experiment, we observe that the stability
performance of our algorithm is good. Furthermore, in 30 independent runs, our approach can find the optimum (or best
known solution) in seven test functions (g01, g02, g03, g04, g05) every time. Compared against SR, our approach find the
same better ‘‘best’’ solution in functions g01, g02, g03, g04 and g05, and find the better ‘‘Mean’’ solution in function g06.
Compared against SMES, our approach is able to find the better ‘‘Best’’ solution in functions g01, and the same better ‘‘Best’’
solution in functions g02, g03, g04 and g05, and find a similar better ‘‘Mean’’ solution in functions g04, and a better ‘‘Mean’’
solution in function g06. Compared against HM, our approach is able to find a better ‘‘Best’’ and ‘‘Mean’’ solution in functions
g01, g02, g03, g04 and g05. As we can see, our approach can deal with different types of constraint optimization problems,
especially the problems where such an optimum lies on the boundaries of the feasible region (g01, g02, g03, g04, g05), it
can precisely and highly efficiently find the optimum solutions. These results show that our approach is efficient and has a
competitive performance with respect to other commonly used optimization algorithms.
4.3. Performance analysis
After discussing the experimental results, we want to extensively analyze the impact of the strategies of our CPSO on its
performance. So we performed another three experiments using the six test functions previously described.
(1) Experiment 1: We compared the CPSO with the co-evolutionary strategy versus the PSO without the co-evolutionary
strategy using the original set of parameters.
We performed 30 independent runs for each test problem, the results obtained the ‘‘Best’’, the ‘‘Worst’’ solution, the
‘‘Mean’’ solution, the St. Dev and the Average generation (AG) by the CPSO and the PSO are presented in Tables 4–6.
From the results shown in Tables 4–6, it is clear that the version with the CPSO provided better ‘‘Best’’ results, as well
as the ‘‘Worst’’ and the ‘‘Mean’’ results for the most of the test functions. Also, it found better ‘‘Average generation (AG)’’
results for the all test functions. All these results suggest that the co-evolutionary strategy produces an improvement in the
convergence speed.
(2) Experiment 2: We compared the CPSO with an infeasible degree selection mechanism (CIPSO) versus the CPSO
without infeasible degree selection mechanism using the original set of parameters.
We performed 30 independent runs for each test problem, the results obtained the ‘‘Best’’, the ‘‘Worst’’ solution, the
‘‘Mean’’ solution by the CIPSO and the CPSO are presented in Tables 7–9.
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Table 5
Comparison results by Experiment 1 for g03 and g04.
Solution CPSO/g03 PSO/g03 CPSO/g04 PSO/g04
Best 1.000 1.000 −6961.814 −6827.236
Worst 1.000 1.000 −6961.704 −6726.935
Mean 1.000 1.000 −6961.712 −6799.261
St. Dev 0 0 0.00046 0.00540
AG 461.820500 527.260000 70.780000 75.320000
Table 6
Comparison results by Experiment 1 for g05 and g06.
Solution CPSO/g05 PSO/g05 CPSO/g06 PSO/g06
Best 0.095825 0.095825 7049.3307 7049.587
Worst 0.095825 0.095825 7231.497 7199.635
Mean 0.095825 0.095825 7158.2417 7108.4902
AG 102.612245 114.940000 54.224490 56.800000
Table 7
Comparison results by Experiment 2 for g01 and g02.
Solution CIPSO/g01 CPSO/g01 CIPSO/g02 CPSO/g02
Best 0.803619 0.803619 −15.000 −14.620
Worst 0.747290 0.743860 −15.000 −14.025
Mean 0.802518 0.794522 −15.000 −14.398
Table 8
Comparison results by Experiment 2 for g03 and g04.
Solution CIPSO/g03 CPSO/g03 CIPSO/g04 CPSO/g04
Best 1.000 1.000 −6961.814 −6961.814
Worst 1.000 0.991 −6961.704 −6057.220
Mean 1.000 0.999 −6961.712 −6481.009
Table 9
Comparison results by Experiment 2 for g05 and g06.
Solution CIPSO/g05 CPSO/g05 CIPSO/g06 CPSO/g06
Best 0.095825 0.095825 7049.3307 7162.887
Worst 0.095825 0.095825 7231.497 7613.025
Mean 0.095825 0.095825 7158.2417 7422.077
Table 10
Comparison results by Experiment 3 for g01 and g02.
Solution 200/g01 400/g01 200/g02 400/g02
Best 0.418354 0.785267 −3.009 −15.000
Worst 0.337091 0.583250 −2.582 −7.291
Mean 0.372648 0.637455 −2.990 −11.960
St. Dev 12.560 3.572 108.26 40.43
From the results shown in Tables 7–9, it is clear that the version with the CIPSO provided better ‘‘Best’’ results, as well
as the ‘‘Worst’’ and the ‘‘Mean’’ results for the all test functions. The version with the CPSO was unable to reach the feasible
region in g02, g04 and g06 where their optimums lie on the boundaries of the feasible region. These results suggest that the
infeasible degree selection mechanism help to sample feasible region as to find competitive results.
(3) Experiment 3: We modified the number of particles of the iterations. We perform runs using 200 and 400 particles.
We performed 30 independent runs for each test problem, the results obtained the ‘‘Best’’, ‘‘Worst’’, ‘‘Mean’’ solution and
the St. Dev by CIPSO are presented in Tables 10–12.
As indicated before, in this experiment, we varied the number of particles of the iterations. We want to see the effect of
this parameter in the performance of our CIPSO. From the results shown in Tables 10–12, we can see that the ‘‘Best’’ results,
as well as the ‘‘Worst’’ and the ‘‘Mean’’ results with 200 particles were unable to be obtained for all the test functions, and
the ‘‘Best’’ results with 400 particles were obtained for the g02 and g05. But, it found the ‘‘St. Dev’’ results for all the test
functions were not good. All these results suggest that the value of 400 and 500 for the number of the particles provided
better results in most problems.
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Table 11
Comparison results by Experiment 3 for g03 and g04.
Solution 200/g03 400/g03 200/g04 400/g04
Best 0.482 1.000 −4235.817 −6902.719
Worst 0.302 0.827 −3900.576 −6104.531
Mean 0.412 0.736 −4086.723 −6562.828
St. Dev 17.59 4.45 191.256 27.39
Table 12
Comparison results by Experiment 3 for g05 and g06.
Solution 200/g05 400/g05 200/g06 400/g06
Best 0.095100 0.095825 22678.924 7319.405
Worst 0.093721 0.095825 29043.003 7811.630
Mean 0.094820 0.095825 25704.481 7560.92
St. Dev 4.62 0 160.42 21.73
5. Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to present a new approach to handle constraints in Particle Swarm Optimization. We
developed a PSO with a co-evolutionary strategy based on the theory of extrapolation. Furthermore, the infeasible degree
selectionmechanism guides the search toward the global optimum. Additionally, a simple diversity mechanismwas added;
it properly accepted the infeasible solutions with good performance. Finally, the simulation results on the test functions
demonstrate that our approach is competitive and easy to implement. In the future, the convergent proof of the proposed
algorithm should be studied. It would be interesting to implement other constraint handling mechanism using a PSO
algorithm. This aims to explore an explicit mechanism to bias the search using a PSO algorithm in constrained search space.
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